
SIDE PLOUGH

CAWAY



ADVANTAGES

CAWAY SIDE PLOUGH
Caway  is a system comprising a 5.5 metre side 
plough mounted on a hook lift frame, which can also 
be fitted with a salt spreader. The entire system is 
installed in minutes and the conversion time from 
regular construction truck to snow plough is done in 
record time.

The side plough is made up of three separate 

sections for improved road surface contact; it has 
spring loaded blade holders for maximum safety 
and it’s possible to fit extra slush blades and adjust 
the pressure on the road surface for the best results 
under prevailing conditions. Because of the width of 
the side plough and the need for a salt bin on the 
truck bed, the truck must be of tridem type.

Bare road – the Caway side plough is in three 
sections to hug the contours of uneven road 
surfaces. The three-section design also includes 
slush blades behind the cutters that clear away the 
last remaining slush from the road, thus fulfilling 
the bare road requirement.

Economic and eco-friendly – when used 
in combination with Mählers’ control system 
it’s possible to set the cutting pressure on the 
Caway side plough, which means there’s no 
more resistance and wear than necessary under 
prevailing road conditions.

Effective and efficient – The side plough is 5.5 
metres wide and with a front plough the total 
clearing width is no less than 8.5 metres! This 
means more ploughed road per hour than with any 
other plough.

Installation time – the Caway system comprise is 
a side plough mounted on a hook lift frame upon 
which it is also possible to fit other equipment (salt 
bin, flatbed etc.). This means detaching the side 
plough takes as little time as detaching a flatbed.

 + The plough is built in three sections in order 
to follow the road surface

 + 6 pcs blade holders with individual spring-
loaded release

 + 6 pcs 915 mm hard metal cutters
 + The plough has slush blades in 6 sections
 + Max plough width is 5,000 mm measured 

from the right side
 + Cutting angle 35°
 + Can handle 50 mm high obstacles at 40 

km/h

 + MC2 and MC3 control systems when all 
hydraulics are mounted on the Caway

 + Outlet for salt spreader hydraulics
 + Suitable for tridem trucks (3 rear axles)
 + Attachment points for Falköping, RASCO, 

Epoke and Schmidt salt spreaders
 + Right side projection during transit 1,000 mm
 + Weights: hook lift arm 1,800 kg; side plough 

1,650 kg
 + Powerful lighting/warning lights for improved 

traffic environment

IN BRIEF

NEW FOR 2019!
Also available with a 
12-foot side plough





TOOL SYSTEMS FOR INCREASED PROFITABILITY

Enjoy new business opportunities and increased utilisation of your truck or 
grader all year round thanks to the full System Mählers product range.

Our tools are built to last season after season and raise your capacity summer 
and winter alike. Flexible couplers make mounting and plough changes easier.

The system diagram shows typical examples of  
quality tools and hitches from Mählers.

System Mählers' parallelogram also enables ploughs for wheel loaders to be 
used on trucks. The product range includes grader blades for trucks and side 

ploughs, snow guards, trenching blades and gravel spreaders for road graders.

WELL EQUIPPED FOR ANY WEATHER WITH SYSTEM MÄHLERS
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